Chapter 11
Revelation 11:1 And there was given ME {Apostle John
who is equated with the latter day messenger} a REED
like unto a ROD {representing the seven visions and
seven thunders of the seventh angel with trumpet, which
warn of the same visions and oracles of the seven angels
with trumpets}: and the ANGEL {ending of sixth angel
with trumpet as the seventh angel with trumpet is
beginning} STOOD {during latter day Babylon's third
reigning period}, saying {to the Apostle John who
represents latter day John/Moses}, Rise, and MEASURE
{judge} the TEMPLE {the great mountain of the super
volcano where the first group and second group of
overcomers stand during the judgment} of GOD {seventh
plagued angel}, and the ALTAR {beneath the golden altar
of incense are the dead overcomers}, and THEM {latter
day living priests of the first group and latter day living
elders of the second group of redeemed} that WORSHIP
THEREIN {the priests worship within the temple's holy
place and inner court and the elders worship only in the
temple's inner court}.
As the Apostle John was given a reed-like rod (see Ezekiel
7:10) to measure the spiritual temple (represented by the
great mountain of the super volcano) of the seventh
plagued angel (God), the golden altar, and the priests that
worship within the temple's holy place and the elders that

worship within the temple's inner court, so the latter day
messenger has been given the little scroll (equated with
the reed-like rod ) to use it in judging (measuring) who the
latter day overcomers are that died beneath the golden
altar, to be able to judge (measure) who are the living
overcomers that are as priests (of the first group of
redeemed) worshiping in the temple's holy place, and to
be able to judge (measure) who are the living elders (of
the 144,000/second group of redeemed) worshiping in the
spiritual temple's inner court.
*******
Revelation 11:2 But the {outer} COURT {of the spiritual
temple} which is WITHOUT THE TEMPLE{outside the
spiritual temple but within all of new Jerusalem} leave
out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the
GENTILES {people in the kingdom of latter day
Babylon being presently non believers ruling and living in
the USA}: and the HOLY CITY {being a huge whirlwind
of fire/new Jerusalem within the destroyed USA around
the 40-mile diameter high and lifted-up lava erupting
mouth of the super volcano} shall THEY {rebellious
people presently ruling and living in the USA during the
the 2300-day period} TREAD UNDER FOOT {since the
gentiles represent non believing people presently living
and abiding in the USA} FORTY and TWO MONTHS
{these 42 months/moons that equal 1260 days plus 3½
days are the remaining amount of time of latter day

Babylon's rule until a star's impact opens the bottomless
pit/super volcano}.
Latter day John/Moses is commanded to not measure
(judge) the outer court pertaining to where the great
multitude will be standing. The spiritual outer courtyard
(being the inside of new Jerusalem within the destroyed
USA) is where the USA's non believing population is able
to tread thereon during the final 42 months – which equal
1260 days plus 3½ days – prior to the star’s impact
opening the bottomless pit. During the time of these 42
months, the gentiles refer to the non believing population
in the USA's states that can venture upon the land where
the holy city new Jerusalem will be located.
*******
Revelation 11:3 And I {seventh plagued angel} will give
POWER unto MY TWO WITNESSES {Michael’s/first
witness' visions and oracles written on the scroll of life's
first side and Gabriel’s/last witness written visions and
oracles written on the scroll of life's last side}, and they
shall PROPHESY {prophesy to the USA's states and
other nations} a THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED and
THREESCORE {1260 days before the star's impact}
days, CLOTHED in SACKCLOTH {The latter day
messenger reveals for 1260 days what the two witnesses
saw and heard happening during the remaining 1260 days
of the 2300 day period before the star's impact. However

he reveals what they saw and heard without
miracles/visions being performed; hence their outward
display of light/visions are totally hidden under
sackcloth}.
When the Apostle John received the little scroll
(containing the seven lights and seven thunders of the
seventh angel with trumpet), it paralleled the time when
latter day Babylon's second reigning period came to an
end. At that time, the first light and first thunder of the
seventh angel with trumpet was beginning. As the Apostle
John ate the little scroll in parts, it reveals that latter day
Moses understands what takes place during the seventh
angel's first light, then second light, then third light, then
fourth light, then fifth light, and then the sixth light during
latter day Babylon's third reigning period. The ending of
the sixth light and sixth thunder begins when latter day
Babylon's third reigning period ends by a super volcano
erupting smoke and ash, as the seventh light and seventh
thunder of the seventh angel with trumpet begins to sound.
Latter day Moses' apostles are likened to faithful adult
spiritual Israelites of the first group of redeemed. Before
the star's impact, they will proclaim the seventh angel's
trumpet-sounding warnings of four riders and four horses
to the states of the USA and other nations to gather the
latter day people who are of the 144,000/second group of
redeemed. The latter day apostles (of the first group of
redeemed) and their spiritual children (being of the

144,000/second group of redeemed) are sustained with the
little scroll’s revealed words (grains of manna baked into
showbread that resembles white stones) throughout the
remaining 1260 days of the 2300-day period. During that
time, the light of the spiritual moon (representing the first
witness’ written visions on the seventh angel with
trumpet) and the light of the spiritual sun (representing the
last witness’ written visions on the seventh angel with
trumpet) will be, as it were, veiled with the dense
garments of sackcloth.
Light represents visions that the Apostle John was
miraculously shown as he wrote the Book of Revelation.
However, since the two witnesses are completely clothed
in sackcloth whereby no light/visions can be seen, it
means that the two witnesses will only prophesy through
latter day Moses’ message of what is written on the
seventh angel's seven lights and seven thunders.
In the past type, the two witnesses' lights/visions/miracles
were revealed through old Yahshua/Jesus while they were
not wearing sackcloth. Hence, Yahshua spoke his message
according to the two written witnesses oracles and also
revealed the two witnesses' lights in an outward display of
many miracles (visions).
*******
Revelation 11:4 These {two witnesses written on the

seventh angel with trumpet} are the TWO OLIVE
TREES {the oil of these two trees represent the written
words of the two witnesses' as written on the seventh
angel with trumpet}, and the TWO CANDLESTICKS
{the understanding of the two witnesses' written words on
the seventh angel is as olive oil burning as a light upon
each of the two candlesticks} STANDING {in the holy of
hollies of the temple} BEFORE {likened to the two Ark
angels on the mercy seat} the God {seventh plagued angel
that sits on the mercy seat between the covering angels in
the spiritual temple's holy of hollies, which is equated
with the lava erupting super volcano's mouth} of the
EARTH {when the two witnesses/two candlesticks are
prophesying, the seventh plagued angel is still in the
Earth/land since the super volcano will have not swelled
high-up to heaven and exploded magma}.
The two witnesses’ written words on the seventh angel
with trumpet are likened to two olive trees and two
candlesticks. When the two witnesses' written words
remain a mystery, they are likened to the olive oil of two
olive trees. When the two witnesses’ written words on the
seventh angel with trumpet were revealed by the latter day
messenger's message, the olive oil (equated with written
words) of the two olive trees was being burnt (revealed) as
a light upon each of the two candlesticks. The first
candlestick (representing the first written
witness/Michael) is silver to equate it with the spiritual

moon's (bright star's) silvery light (visions). The last
candlestick (representing the last written witness/Gabriel)
is copper to equate it with the spiritual sun's (morning
star's) coppery light (visions). Since the first candlestick
(equated with the visions written on the first side/first
witness of the scroll of life) of silver and the last
candlestick (equated with the visions written on the last
side/last witness of the scroll of life) of copper prophesy
simultaneously from the seventh angel's seven lights and
seven thunders, they are combined and become one
candlestick of gold.
The six lights of the old golden candlestick burnt olive oil
while standing in the holy place of the temple before God
(seventh plagued angel), who sits on the mercy seat of the
golden Ark of the testament situated in the holy of hollies.
The six lights of the golden candlestick initially represent
the six of seven angels with trumpets revealed during the
first spiritual wilderness journey of 1260 days. Thereafter
during the second spiritual wilderness journey of 1260
days, the six lights of the golden candlestick represent the
six of seven lights/visions of the seventh angel with
trumpet. During the initial five months when smoke and
ash are erupting from the super volcano, the six lights of
the golden candlestick represent six of seven plagued
angels written on the seventh light of the seventh angel
with trumpet. After five months when the super volcano
swells high-up to heaven and explodes magma, the

seventh part of the seventh light of the seventh angel with
trumpet represents the seventh plagued angel sitting as the
Shekinah glory on the mercy seat. The Shekinah glory is
equated with the intensely bright light {star} is emanating
above the immense overflowing lava filled mouth of the
high and lifted-up to heaven super volcano.
When the two candlesticks (two sides of the scroll of life)
are prophesying for 1260 days during latter day Babylon's
second and third reigning periods, the seventh plagued
angel is the God of the land (Earth) since the super
volcano will still be low on the land and the lava within it.
However after five months of smoke and ash have
erupted, the super volcano swells high-up into heaven and
explodes magma. From that time, the seventh plagued
angel is the God of heaven (skies) and Earth (land).
*******
Revelation 11:5 And if any MAN {referring to a
state/nation} will HURT THEM {by rejecting,
persecuting, trampling, and killing the two witnesses'
ability to speak}, FIRE {fire of flowing lava} proceedeth
out of their MOUTH {as they will have spoke concerning
the fire with molten rock/brimstone that proceeds from the
immense mouth of the super volcano}, and devoureth
their enemies: and if any MAN {state/nation} will hurt
them, he must in THIS MANNER {fire with molten
rock/brimstone} be killed.

The two witnesses are prophesying of visions and oracles
written on the seventh angel with trumpet during the
remaining 1260 days of the 2300-day period. The two
witnesses prophesy to the states of the USA before the star
impacts the USA. When these states try to stop the mouths
of the two witnesses' speaking of the written visions and
oracles on the seventh angel with trumpet, they will be
hurting the two candlesticks. Leaders and people that
reject, persecute, and fight to stop the two witnesses'
prophesying of the four riders and their four horses are
hurting the two candlesticks. The USA'S states and
nations will not overcome their beliefs and recognize the
3½ days sign of Jonah. Nor will they recognize the two
witnesses prophesying during the fulfillment of six
plagued angels concerning the bright star's rising when the
seventh plagued angel is fulfilled. The two witnesses'
enemies will be killed by fire and brimstone erupting from
the high and lifted-up super volcano's immense mouth in
the destroyed USA.
*******
Revelation 11:6 THESE {two witnesses/two olive
trees/two candlesticks} have power to SHUT HEAVEN,
that it RAIN NOT {no rain when the seventh plagued
angel is being fulfilled, because a great whirlwind of fire
materializes around the lava erupting super volcano and
pulls in all clouds and creates great hailstones, which
causes a terrible time of drought and famine in the world}

in the days of their PROPHECY {the everlasting gospel
will be prophesying when six plagued angels are being
fulfilled on the USA's states}: and have power over
WATERS {literal waters} to turn them to BLOOD{death
by great hailstones}, and to smite the earth {USA's land}
with ALL PLAGUES {of anarchy, famine, mourning, and
great hailstones, whirlwinds of fire, and flowing fire and
brimstone}, as often as they will.
In the writings of the Bible, the two witnesses (Michael
and Gabriel) of Elohiym (seventh plagued angel) were the
same ones that spoke to old Elijah and Elisha and Aaron
and old Moses. For instance, Elijah was told by Elohiym
(seventh plagued angel) to proclaim throughout the land
of Israel that there would be no rain. Accordingly, the
prophecy of the two witnesses happened as predicted.
During the days of old Moses, Elohiym told old Moses to
proclaim before Pharaoh and all of Egypt concerning the
plagues that Moses and Aaron will summon upon old
Egypt. Accordingly, the land of Egypt was smitten with
plagues as often as the two witnesses predicted the events.
One of these plagues was to turn all waters in Egypt into
polluted waters (dead/bitter waters are referred to as
blood), that were made undrinkable.
The two witnesses’ predictions were spoken to all the
prophets in every generation. Many of the prophets wrote
the words of Elohiym in scrolls, which have been copied
from generation to generation. Many of the manuscripts

that survived have been compiled in the Bible, from which
the two witnesses reveal to latter day Moses the plagues
that will be fulfilled on the USA's states and all nations of
latter day Babylon's kingdom, being also referred to as
spiritual Egypt and spiritual Sodom).
*******
Revelation 11:7 And when THEY {two witnesses/two
olive trees/two candlesticks written on the seventh angel
with trumpet} shall have FINISHED {finished revealing
six of seven lights and six of seven thunders of the seventh
angel with trumpet to the states of the USA and other
nations} their TESTIMONY {testifying for 1260 days of
the four riders on their white horse, red horse, black horse,
and pale horse until a meteor's impact will seem as if it
failed to open the super volcano in the USA}, the BEAST
{lamb-like beast/USA} that ASCENDETH out of the
BOTTOMLESS PIT {ascends with a healed wound out of
the super volcano's overflowing mouth of the lake of fire
that covered the whole world, because in Revelation 11:7
the seventh plagued angel is replaying the time when the
opening of the scroll of life during the judgment was
revealing from the seventh angel with trumpet the
remaining 1260 days of the third 2300-day period when
the USA was reigning in the land} SHALL {during the
second spiritual wilderness journey of 1260 days} make
WAR against THEM {two witnesses’ written visions and
oracles written on the seventh angel with trumpet), and

shall OVERCOME {overcome the two witnesses' ability
to continue prophesying at the end of the 1260 days, as the
USA's states and population accept totally the ideals that
the USA's leadership envisions for the world's future
during the sign of Jonah} THEM {two witnesses/two
olive trees/two candlesticks}, and KILL {kill by totally
denouncing and trampling upon the predictions of four
riders and their white, red, black, and pale horses during
the sign of Jonah} THEM {the two witnesses ability to be
heard during the sign of Jonah}.
At the end of the remaining 1260 days of the 2300-day
period, a meteor will impact the USA causing a volcano to
briefly erupt. However, that event will not cause the super
volcano to open and begin the plagues that the two
witnesses will have prophesied about for 1260 days.
During these 1260 days, what the USA's leadership
envisions for the world's future wars against the
predictions that are being revealed by the two written
witnesses concerning the world's future, as revealed by the
latter day messenger and his apostles and disciples.
The meteor's impact begins the 3½ days of the sign of
Jonah. During that time, what the USA is envisioning and
promoting concerning what it believes the world's future
will be will have overcome the two witnesses' visions of
what they prophesied concerning the world's future. All
the states and population will accept the peace and safety
vision that the USA's leadership and others will be

promoting concerning the world's future. Accordingly, the
ability for the two witnesses to continue prophesying will
have ended, having been totally overcome by the visions
promoted by the USA during the sign of Jonah. The two
witnesses' written predictions of the four riders and their
white, red, black, and pale horses will be lying dead in the
streets of the USA, totally rejected and overcome without
having any remaining influence in the USA during the
sign of Jonah because of the seemingly failed prediction
of the super volcano not continually erupting smoke and
ash at the star's impact.
In the past type, Yahshua/Jesus and his apostles
prophesied for 3½ years (1260 days) to gather disciples.
At the end of these 3½ years, Yahshua was crucified. At
the time of his crucifixion, an earthquake caused a
volcano to temporarily erupt smoke that covered the sun
over Jerusalem. Many saw the darkness for several hours
and thought that maybe Yahshua/Jesus was who he
claimed to be. However, when the smoke dissipated and
the sun shone as usual, any remaining influence that
Yahshua/Jesus had of convincing non believers was lying
dead in the streets of Jerusalem for 3½ days. When the sun
shone on the land as the darkness dissipated over old
Jerusalem, Yahshua's/Jesus' apostles were doubting and
hiding in fear of the Judean authorities while
Yahshua/Jesus was dead during 3½ days. The population
of Judea had accepted the ideals that were being promoted

by the Judean leadership, high priest, and priests, who said
that Yahshua was able to do miracles by the devil. These
ideals had totally overcome the message of Yahshua/Jesus
while he was dead.
*******
Revelation 11:8 And THEIR {two witnesses’ visions of
four riders and their white, red, black, and pale horses
written on the seventh angel with trumpet} DEAD
BODIES {of spiritual moon's light/candlestick and
spiritual sun's light/candlestick} shall lie in the street of
the GREAT CITY {great city latter day Babylon/USA’s
ruling capital which is equated with old rebellious
Jerusalem}, which SPIRITUALLY is called SODOM
{spiritual latter day Sodom/USA will be destroyed as old
Sodom was destroyed} and EGYPT {spiritual latter day
Egypt/USA will be plagued by the opened super volcano
as old Egypt was plagued}, where also our LORD {in the
past type pertaining to old Yahshua/Jesus, but in the latter
days referring to the combined two witnesses' visions and
oracles of the four riders and four horses} WAS
CRUCIFIED {latter day prophecy is constructed using
old types, as the combined two written witnesses is
equated with old Yahshua’s/Jesus' crucifixion, which is
being revealed near the end of the judgment when the
seventh plagued angel is replaying the time earlier in the
judgment when the opened scroll of life revealed the
crucifying of the combined two written witnesses that

happened at the end of the remaining 1260 days of the
2300-day period when the 3½ days of the sign of Jonah
began. During the sign of Jonah, the combined two written
witnesses prophesying of the four riders and four horses
will be lying dead in the streets of the USA's ruling capital
and nation}.
The verse in Revelation 11:8 was constructed using past
types. Therefore, according to one past type the USA’s
ruling capital and her nation is being likened to the city of
old Sodom and Egypt. The reason is old Sodom was
destroyed by an earthquake that caused a volcano to erupt
smoke and hot ash, so latter day spiritual Sodom will be
destroyed by smoke and hot ash erupting from a huge
bottomless pit (super volcano). As old Egypt was ruined
by the plagues that old Moses forewarned Pharaoh and all
the Egyptians, so latter day spiritual Egypt (USA) will be
destroyed by the plagues caused by the erupting super
volcano, as forewarned by latter day Moses’ message.
According to another past type, the USA's capital ruling
over its kingdom is likened to the great city Babylon. As
old Babylon was overthrown by two kings (king of Persia
and king of Media), so the USA's capital ruling over latter
day Babylon's kingdom will be overthrown according to
the two witnesses' written visions and oracles. According
to another past type, the USA's ruling capital is likened to
old Jerusalem where Yahshua/Jesus was crucified. As old
Yahshua/Jesus was crucified, resurrected and seen in old

Jerusalem, so the two witnesses' visions and oracles will
die, resurrect, and be seen being fulfilled in the USA's
capital and nation.
*******
Revelation 11:9 And they of the people and kindreds and
tongues and nations shall SEE {when the meteor's
impact failed to open continually the super volcano}
THEIR {two witnesses'} DEAD {lifeless} BODIES
{written visions and oracles} THREE DAYS and an
HALF {3½ days}, and shall not suffer their DEAD
{totally rejected} BODIES {of the seventh angel’s six of
seven lights/visions and six of seven thunders/trumpets}
to be {respectfully} put in graves.
A meteor will impact the USA at the end of the 2300-day
period, which is 3½ days before latter day Babylon's third
reigning period ends. However, the star's impact will not
open continually the super volcano and cause the visions
of four riders and their white, red, black, and pale horses
to resurrect and be fulfilled on the USA. Accordingly, the
people, kindreds, tongues, and nations will see the failure
when the two witnesses' predictions are not fulfilled at the
star's impact in the USA. The following 3½ days is the
sign of Jonah. During the sign of Jonah, the two witnesses'
written visions and oracles written on the seventh angel
with trumpet will be lying dead in the streets of confusion.
These 3½ days are the final days of the 70th week of

Daniel 9:24. No respect will be shown regarding the
failure of the two witnesses' visions and oracles of four
riders and four horses, being likened to dead enemies left
on the ground to rot away
Revelation 11:10 and they {states of the USA} that dwell
upon the earth shall rejoice over them {two witnesses'
failed visions and oracles during the 3½ days sign of
Jonah}, and make merry {the non believing people in the
USA will be joyous/merry/spiritually drunk on the
spiritual wine cup full of ideals that the USA envisions for
the world's future}, and shall send gifts one to another
{hence their way of life in the USA of buying and selling
continues business as usual during the failure of the
meteor's impact releasing the four riders and four horses
from the bottomless pit}; because these two prophets
{being the two witnesses' written visions and oracles on
the seventh angel with trumpet} TORMENTED {for 1260
days} THEM {states of the USA} that dwelt on the earth
{USA's land}.
The failure of the meteor's impact in the USA to open the
super volcano and release the four riders and their white
horse, red horse, black horse, and pale horse causes great
rejoicing of the USA's states and population. The non
believers in the USA's land (referred to as Earth) will
rejoice when the meteor's impact fails to bring an end to
their normal way of life. The illustration of the USA's
states being merry reveals they are drunk on the great

whore’s (USA’s capital’s) spiritual wine, which represents
her democratic and capitalistic vision for the world's
future. Accordingly, the non believing population in the
USA's states are illustrated as sending gifts one to another,
since the meteor's impact will have not affected their
normal way of life of buying and selling goods from each
other.
In the past type, the sending of gifts one to another
happened at the feast of Purim when the enemies of the
Judeans were killed (see Esther 9:22). In our day when the
meteor's impact fails to end the USA's rule over the
nations of latter day Babylon, the USA (being spiritual
Judah) will war against the two witnesses' failed
predictions and totally kill any remaining influence which
the two witnesses’ predictions of four riders and four
horses previously had. At that time, the non believing
people in the USA will be completely drunk on their
democratic and capitalistic way of life (wine) pertaining to
what the USA has envisioned for the world. The USA's
people will also be happy that the two witnesses’
predictions are no longer tormenting the USA's states with
their predictions of a meteor's impact releasing plagues by
opening a super volcano in Yellowstone National Park.
*******
Revelation 11:11 And after THREE DAYS and an
HALF {counting 3½ days after the meteor's impact} the

SPIRIT OF LIFE {referring to the vision and oracle
concerning the resurrection of the two witnesses' written
predictions of four riders and four horses from the
bottomless pit} from God {seventh plagued angel}
entered into THEM {two witnesses’ written predictions},
and THEY {two witnesses' written predictions of four
riders and four horses} STOOD {revived to life because
the super volcano in Yellowstone National Park erupts
smoke and ash continually} upon their feet; and GREAT
FEAR {because the predictions of a super volcano
continually erupting smoke and ash for five months is
fulfilled} fell upon THEM {non believers in the USA
who failed to recognize the sign of Jonah} which saw
THEM {saw the two witnesses’ predictions of four riders
and four horses begin being fulfilled on the USA's states}.
After 3½ days from the end of the 2300-day period, the
seventh plagued angel (God) reveals near the end of the
judgment the visions and oracles of the two witnesses
resurrecting to life when the super volcano erupts smoke
and ash continually. Accordingly, the spirit of life from
God (seventh plagued angel) revealed the visions and
oracles concerning the opening of the bottomless pit. At
that time, the two witnesses' combined predictions of four
riders and their white, red, black, and pale horses will
have ascended to life from the super volcano's opened
mouth.
Great fear will be instantly seen on the USA's population

when the super volcano begins releasing its plagues of
darkness, anarchy, famine, death, and mourning on the
USA's states. These people will see the two witnesses'
predictions of four riders and four horses rise to life to
reign over the fallen USA. At that time, the USA's capital
will no longer be ruling over the latter day Babylonian
kingdom, as latter day Babylon's third reigning period
ends.
*******
Revelation 11:12 And THEY {two witnesses} heard a
GREAT VOICE {referring to the seventh plagued angel
revealing its great voice of thunder/great trumpet after five
months of smoke and ash are fulfilled} from HEAVEN
{sky} saying unto THEM {two witnesses’ written
prophecies of the four riders and four horses being
fulfilled during five months of smoke and ash}, Come up
hither. And THEY { two witnesses' visions and oracles of
four riders and four horses} ascended up to heaven in a
CLOUD {being a cloud of exploding magma, which
creates a great voice of thunder in the air when the high
and lifted-up bottomless pit/super volcano explodes}; and
their ENEMIES {non believers still in the USA at the end
of five months of smoke and ash} beheld THEM {saw the
two witnesses' written visions and oracles rising to begin
being fulfilled}.
After five months of smoke and ash, the immense super

volcano will swell high-up and explode into the sky with a
great sound of thunder, as magma erupts from the huge
mouth of the bottomless pit. Then the two witnesses'
written visions and oracles of four riders and four horses
will be fulfilled from the high and lifted-up lava erupting
super volcano. The high and lifted-up super volcano's
explosion, revealed by the seventh plagued angel, is the
voice of great thunder, which is referred to as a great
sound of a trumpet in Isaiah 27:13. From the time the
great sound of a trumpet (great thunder) happens. The
enemies of the two witnesses will be the non believers
who rejected the everlasting gospel and remained in the
USA during the five months of smoke and hot ash. After
the five months of smoke and ash, these enemies of the
two witnesses will see the plagues, equated with the four
riders and four horses, being fulfilled from the mouth of
the high and lifted-up lava erupting super volcano. The
plagues issuing from the high and lifted-up to heaven
super volcano will drive out the figurative Canaanites
from the USA. As the great trumpet sounds and a great
light (ensign) is seen upon the high and lifted-up super
volcano, the overcomers of all nations will travel and
enter the light around new Jerusalem in the destroyed
USA.
Isaiah 27:13 And it shall come to pass in that day{when
the super volcano swells high-up into the sky and
explodes}, that the GREAT TRUMPET {great sound of

thunder caused by the high and lifted-up super volcano
exploding magma into the sky} shall be blown, and THEY
{latter day overcomers of new Israel} shall COME {to the
light/ensign of new Jerusalem within the destroyed USA}
which were ready to perish in the land of Assyria, and the
outcasts in the land of Egypt, and shall worship the Lord
in the HOLY MOUNT {super volcano's mount of pure
fire/lava} at {new} Jerusalem.
*******
Revelation 11:13 And the SAME HOUR {the same hour
near the end of the judgment when five months of smoke
and ash are fulfilled} was there a GREAT
EARTHQUAKE {such as never happened, caused by the
super volcano swelling high-up to heaven and its 40-mile
wide mouth exploding magma into the sky}, and the
TENTH PART {referring to the figurative rebellious
leadership} of the CITY {the USA's capital} fell, and in
the earthquake were slain of MEN {representing false
messengers/leaders of the USA's states/spiritual men}
SEVEN THOUSAND {being a figurative number of false
messengers, ministers, and leaders}: and the REMNANT
{referring to overcomers that accepted the everlasting
gospel} were affrighted, and GAVE GLORY {the credit
of what happened} to the God {seventh plagued angel} of
HEAVEN {sitting upon the high and lifted-up to
heaven/sky lava erupting super volcano over the destroyed
kingdom of latter day Babylon}.

The hour refers to the hour near the end of the judgment
when the seventh plagued angel is revealing the visions
and oracles written on the last small part of the scroll of
life. In that same hour of the judgment after five months
of smoke and ash have been revealed erupting from the
super volcano, the super volcano swells high-up into
heaven and a massive explosion happens. This massive
explosion of the super volcano's 40-mile wide mouth
causes a great earthquake such as never happened
After five months of smoke and ash have erupted from the
super volcano, then the the super volcano swells high-up
into the sky and explodes magma. From that time, the
people in the USA who rejected the everlasting gospel and
did not forsake their loved ones, friends, possessions, and
nation while the super volcano was erupting smoke and
ash will be fleeing and hiding in the rocks and mountains.
The plagues of the four horsemen and four horses issue
from the high and lifted-up lava erupting mouth of the
super volcano, as they spread throughout the destroyed
USA and world.
The tenth part mentioned in Revelation 11:13 is of a
figurative number of 7,000 people in the USA. These
latter day people are prominent people that prophesied
falsely during the five months of smoke and ash, causing
many in the USA to reject the everlasting gospel and flee
their nation before the super volcano swelled high-up into
heaven and exploded magma into the sky. The figurative

number of 7,000 latter day false prophets (messengers) in
the USA is borrowed from the scenario of the past type
pertaining to the 7,000 people that were righteous at one
time (see 1 Kings 19:18).
*******
Revelation 11:14: The second woe is past; and, behold,
the third woe cometh quickly.
The second woe pertaining to the sixth angel with trumpet
has been revealed. However, the ending of the sixth
angel’s trumpet also revealed the dawning of the first
vision and first thunder of the seventh angel with trumpet,
because there is a type of even when the end part of one
angel’s light is mixing with the beginning of the next
angel’s light. Accordingly, the ending part of the sixth
angel with trumpet (written woe) also revealed the
beginning of the seventh angel with trumpet (written
woe). The time of even between the ending of the sixth
angel’s message and the beginning of the seventh angel’s
first vision and thunder spans a period from the end of
latter day Babylon's second reigning period until the
beginning of the 1260 days of the second wilderness
journey when latter day Babylon is reigning during its
third period.
*******
Revelation 11:15 And the SEVENTH ANGEL

SOUNDED {sounded its trumpet at the beginning of the
second wilderness journey of 1260 days}; and there
WERE {should have been great voices of hailstones, but
were not as stated in Rev.10:7} GREAT VOICES
{referring to great hailstones} in HEAVEN {heaven/sky
around the high and lifted-up to heaven lava erupting
super volcano}, SAYING, the kingdoms of this world are
become the kingdoms of our LORD {our Lord/seventh
plagued angel whose visions and oracles sit and reign
above the lava erupting 40-mile wide mouth of the super
volcano}, and of his Christ {the Lamb, representing the
anointed message of the latter day messenger}; and HE
{seventh plagued angel} shall reign {over the kingdoms
of latter day Babylon} forever {according to the first
witness' visions and oracles} and ever {according to the
last witness' visions and oracles} .
The seventh angel is here sounding its trumpet of its first
thunder at the beginning of the the second spiritual
wilderness journey of 1260 days. However, as stated in
Revelation 10:7 when the seventh angel sounds its
trumpet, instead of great hailstones happening, latter day
Babylon is reigning during its third reigning period.
Accordingly, what is written in Revelation 11:15 happens
when the seventh plagued angel sounds his thundering
voice of a trumpet when the super volcano swells high-up
into the sky and explodes with a massive sound of thunder
(equated with a great sound of a trumpet). When the high

and lifted-up super volcano's immense mouth is erupting
with lava, the seventh plagued angel is then reigning over
all the world's kingdoms, as written on the seventh light
and seventh thunder of the seventh angel with trumpet. At
that time when lava is erupting from the immense mouth
of the super volcano, the voices of great hailstones caused
by the intense heat emanating from the super volcano's
huge 40-mile wide mouth full of an overflowing lake of
fire. When great hailstones are raining upon the USA's
destroyed land, their sounds declare that the kingdoms of
this world have become the kingdoms of the seventh
plagued angel (lord) and of his Christ (the Lamb,
representing the message of the latter day messenger).
The word Christ means messiah (anointed), that illustrates
that the latter day messenger's message (equated with the
spiritual sun's light/visions and spiritual moon's
light/visions) is anointed with more oil to shine brighter as
each of the seven seals of the scroll of life was opened,
and even brighter as each of seven angel's with trumpets
are revealed. The scroll of life's first side contains the first
witness' visions and oracles, which are all written on the
seventh plagued angel, whose intense light reigns for ever
over the dissolved kingdoms of the world. Also, the scroll
of life's last side contains the last witness' written visions
and oracles, which are all written on the seventh plagued
angel, whose intense light reigns for ever over the
dissolved kingdoms of the world.

*******
Revelation 11:16 And the FOUR and TWENTY
ELDERS, which sat before God {God/seventh plagued
angel written on the seventh light of the seventh angel
with trumpet} on their seats, FELL upon their FACES,
and worshipped God {seventh plagued angel},
Near the end of the 1,100 years of the judgment, the
seventh plagued angel is replaying the time earlier in the
judgment when the opening of the scroll of life was
revealing the visions and oracles written on the seventh
angel with trumpet.
When the 24 elders see a vision revealed from the scroll of
life's writings showing the time when the kingdoms of this
world had become the kingdoms of God (two witnesses'
visions and oracles written on the seventh plagued angel),
the twenty four elders (who represent the 144,000) fall
upon their faces and worship the one (seventh plagued
angel) sitting on the great white throne of intense light.
*******
Revelation 11:17 Saying, We give thee thanks, O Lord
God Almighty {Lord God Almighty refers to the seventh
plagued angel, because on the huge/almighty seventh
plagued angel are written all the visions and oracles of all
the scrolls and scroll of life and the replays of each
generation according to the visions and oracles written on

each scroll}, which ART {the seventh plagued angel Art/is
reigning over the kingdoms of the world after six plagued
angels were fulfilled}, and WAST {Wast/was reigning
after six plagued angels fulfilled as revealed during the
opening of the scroll of life earlier in the judgment}, and
ART TO COME {Art To Come and reign again when the
seventh plagued angel reveals again the time when it came
to reign over the kingdoms of the world after six plagued
angels were fulfilled}; because THOU {seventh plagued
angel} hast taken to thee thy great power {having all
visions and oracles that are replayed over and over}, and
hast REIGNED {is reigning, has reigned, and will again
come and reign over the kingdoms of the world}.
The twenty four elders give thanks to the seventh plagued
angel that is (Art) reigning during the judgment. The
seventh plagued angel has been reigning from the time the
super volcano swelled high-up into heaven and exploded
with magma.
The seventh plagued angel was (Wast) reigning over the
kingdoms of latter day Babylon when the opening of the
last scroll/scroll of life earlier in the judgment revealed the
time when the super volcano swelled high-up into heaven
and exploded magma.
The seventh plagued angel is to come (Art To Come) and
be seen reigning again over all kingdoms of the world.
This happens when the last scroll/scroll of life is again

revealed being opened after all the other scrolls are
revealed being opened. Accordingly, the scroll of life will
again reveal the time when, in the last generation, the
latter day messenger was revealing the scroll of life
through to the time when the scroll of life reveals the
seventh plagued angel coming again to be fulfilled after
six plagued angels are revealed. The seventh angel comes
again to be fulfilled when the scroll of life reveals again
the super volcano swelling high-up into heaven and
exploding magma into the sky.
The seventh plagued angel is referred to as Lord God
Almighty. The reason is, the seventh plagued angel has the
largest (almighty) amount of visions and oracles written
on it by the two witnesses (Michael and Gabriel).
*******
Revelation 11:18 And the NATIONS WERE ANGRY
{angry when the super volcano swelled high-up into
heaven and exploded magma into the sky, as lava began to
overflow from the immense 40-mile mouth of the super
volcano}, and THY {seventh plagued angel's} WRATH
{wrath of flowing lava from the super volcano's immense
opened mouth full of an overflowing lake of fire that
flows to cover the destroyed USA and all the world} is
COME {as again revealed from the scroll of life by the
seventh plagued angel of what was already revealed
earlier in the judgment when the scroll of life was

opened}, and the TIME of the DEAD {the rebellious
dead that died by the plagues issuing from the super
volcano as revealed by the last scroll/scroll of life}, that
they should be JUDGED {as each book/scroll is opened
during the judgment to replay each generation}, and that
THOU {seventh plagued angel's visions and oracles}
SHOULDEST give REWARD {of latter day Babylon’s
destroyed kingdoms, which the new heaven and new Earth
will have replaced when the judgment will have begun}
unto thy SERVANTS the PROPHETS {messengers of
the two witnesses of every generation}, and to the
SAINTS {being the first group/priests and second
group/elders of redeemed from every generation}, and
THEM {great multitude/third group of redeemed that
accepted the everlasting gospel} that FEAR THY NAME
{seventh plagued angel}, small and great; and shouldest
DESTROY THEM {rebellious people that rejected the
everlasting gospel} which DESTROY the EARTH {when
a nation rejects a living messenger’s message they have
chosen to destroy their land}.
Near the end of the 1,100 years of the judgment, the
seventh plagued angel will replay the time when the
opening of the last scroll/scroll of life showed how the
great explosion of magma and overflowing lava from the
high and lifted-up super volcano's immense mouth made
the nations angry, as they rejected the everlasting gospel
and instead chose to battle with the four riders and their

white, red, black, and pale horses during the battle of
Armageddon
From the time the super volcano swells high-up into
heaven and explodes magma and filled its overflowing
mouth with lava, the two witnesses will be writing that
event and all other things that are and will happen on the
seventh plagued angel. Therefore, when magma explodes
into the sky and lava begins flowing from the lake of fire
of the immense mouth of the high and lifted-up super
volcano, then the wrath of the seventh plagued angel will
have come. Lava will spread quickly from the destroyed
USA to consume the whole world.
After the anger of the seventh plagued angel brings an end
to all nations when they are covered in a sea of lava, the
time of the dead begins. At that time, the rebellious dead
that rejected the everlasting gospel will appear outside
new Jerusalem at the beginning of the judgment to be
judged according to the record written in each book/scroll.
From the time the judgment begins, the saints and
redeemed will receive their reward of everlasting life in a
new Earth, having new bodies and no knowledge of the
past. At the same time, the saints and redeemed will be
partaking in the 1,100 years of the judgment.
A great multitude of people, that accepted the everlasting
gospel because they feared the name of the seventh
plagued angel, will have entered the intensely bright light

of the ensign. This light of the ensign will emanate from a
huge whirlwind of fire (equated with new Jerusalem)
around the high and lifted-up mountain of the lava
erupting super volcano. This is the third/final group of
redeemed that also receive their reward of everlasting life
in the new Earth having new bodies with no knowledge of
the past. The seventh plagued angel will have destroyed
the rebellious leaders and people who caused their
population on the land (Earth) to reject the everlasting
gospel and end up being destroyed.
After the seventh plagued angel has revealed the judgment
that the rebellious people received, then it will reveal what
the prophets and righteous believers of all generations
received. In every generation there has been a true prophet
who proclaimed a message. The people that accepted the
living prophet’s message are referred to as saints in
Revelation 11:18, since these overcomers are as priests
and elders officiating in the spiritual sanctuary. These
saints represent the first group of believers (priests) and
second group of believers (elders) gathered in every
generation by the living messenger’s message. A third
group of latter day overcomers will have accepted the
everlasting gospel proclaimed by these priests and elders
during a time when smoke and ash issued for five months
from the super volcano. The third group of redeemed will
have feared the name of the seventh plagued angel. Hence
they believed the message that warned that the super

volcano will swell high-up into the sky and erupt with
magma that flows to cover the world. Therefore they will
have been instructed to listen for the great trumpet to
sound and travel to enter the intense light of the ensign
emanating above the high and lifted-up lava erupting
super volcano. The overcomers will enter the ensign
before flowing from the super volcano's mouth consumes
the world. From the time the latter day dead end up in an
overflowing lake of lava, the prophets, saints (being the
first group and second group of redeemed), and third
group of redeemed will have entered the ensign to receive
their reward of eternal life during a new heaven and a new
Earth. In the new heaven, the super volcano is dormant
and low to the ground (hence no longer high and lifted-up
and erupting into the atmosphere/heaven). The new Earth
will be like it was in Eden, instead of being covered in an
overflowing lake of lava.
*******
Revelation 11:19 And the TEMPLE {representing the
high and lifted-up super volcano's mouth when it begins
filling with lava} OF GOD {seventh plagued angel sitting
on the mercy seat of the spiritual Ark of the testament}
was OPENED {hence there is no more smoke and ash
erupting to veil the super volcano's mouth full of a lake of
fire/lava} in HEAVEN {heaven refers to the high and
lifted-up super volcano's lava filled mouth, from which
emanates an intense light}, and there was seen in HIS

{being the seventh plagued angel, after six plagued angels
are fulfilled} TEMPLE {referring to the lava filled mouth
of the high and lifted-up to heaven super volcano} the
ARK {representing the middle of the lava filled mouth of
the super volcano} of HIS {seventh plagued angel's}
TESTAMENT {in the old Ark of the testament are two
tablets of commandments, spiritual hidden manna of
Revelation 2:17, reed-like rod of Revelation 11:1, and the
last scroll/scroll of life containing all the law}: and there
were LIGHTNINGS {lightnings over the high and liftedup lava erupting super volcano, equated with the seventh
plagued angel's written visions}, and VOICES
{voices/sound of great hailstones, equated with the written
fulfillment on the seventh plagued angel of the
visions/lightnings and voices/thunders}, and
THUNDERINGS {thunderings over the high and liftedup lava erupting super volcano, equated with the written
oracles on the seventh plagued angel}, and an
EARTHQUAKE {caused when the super volcano swelled
high-up into the sky and exploded magma}, and GREAT
HAIL {huge hailstones, a great whirlwind/tornado that
spawns many whirlwinds of fire are caused by the intense
heat of the high and lifted-up super volcano's immense
mouth full of a lake of fire/lava}.
In Revelation 11:19 the vision showed the temple of God
was opened high up in the sky (heaven). This vision of the
temple represents the immense open mouth of the super

volcano when it swells high-up to the sky, explodes
magma, and its immense mouth begins filling with a lake
of fire/lava. Near the end of the judgment, the seventh
plagued angel will reveal the vision in Revelation 11:19.
This vision is written on the seventh plagued angel of
what the two witnesses' saw and heard happen when lava
began to fill the immense mouth of the high and lifted-up
super volcano before the judgment had begun.
In Revelation 11:19, the Ark of his (seventh plagued
angel's) Testament was seen. This golden Ark represents
the visions and oracles of the two witnesses (equated with
the two cherubs upon the Ark's mercy seat) written on the
seventh plagued angel. In this Ark (representing the
seventh plagued angel's written visions and oracles) is the
first witness' written visions and oracles beneath four seals
(equated with the tablet of stone with four commandments
engraved on it) and last witness' written visions and
oracles beneath six seals (equated with the tablet of stone
with six commandments engraved on it). Also within this
Ark is the spiritual golden pot of manna pertaining to the
visions and oracles written on seven angels with trumpets.
There is also one spiritual rod in this Ark, as the visions
and oracles written on the scroll of life's first side are
written by the first witness' rod. There is also the
book/scroll of the law in the Ark that is written on the
seventh plagued angel. This scroll/Book represents all the
visions and oracles that are written on all the books/scrolls

opened during the judgment. The opening of all the
books/scrolls were recorded by the two witnesses on the
seventh plagued angel.
Lightnings (equated with written visions) , voices
(equated with the written interpretation of visions and
oracles), and thunderings (equated with written oracles)
are written in an unnatural order, instead of lightnings,
thunderings, and voices. The reason is that when the
seventh angel with trumpet begins to sound, the kingdoms
of this world do not become the kingdoms of God.
Instead, latter day Babylon is reigning during its third
reigning period when the seventh angel with trumpet
sounds. After six plagued angels are fulfilled, then the
seventh plagued angel will sound his great trumpet as the
super volcano swells high-up to heaven and explodes
magma into the sky. At that time, the kingdoms of this
world become the kingdoms of the seventh plagued angel
(God).

